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Scientific discovery does not start with someone running down the hall shouting "Eureka!" 
Rather, advances go more like someone saying to himself, "Hmm, that’s odd.”

1. Volcanoes rule!

2. Where’s the heat?

3. Heat flows by resonance.

Isaac Asimov

These three conclusions redefine the climate wars in important ways,
providing an opportunity, with a little humility on all sides,
for all of us to work together for the benefit of humanity.
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forming 
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Occur above subduction zones
Form aerosols cooling Earth

GLOBALLY ~0.5oC for ~3 years

Amount of global cooling is determined 
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Increasing CFCs caused increasing warming from 1970 to 1998 
The Montreal protocol stopped the increases

BUT ozone remained depleted

Human-caused global warming
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Sudden warming

Slow cooling
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Holocene temperatures and volcanism
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The balance of effusive and explosive 
volcanism explains climate change in detail

Large Igneous Provinces punctuate the geologic time scale
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Greenhouse gases simply do not absorb a broad 
enough range of frequencies, that we perceive as 
heat, to be a significant cause of global warming.

Greenhouse-warming theory
appears to be mistaken.

Electromagnetic radiation is a broad continuum of frequencies



How does heat travel 
through matter and 

through air and space?
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E = h ν
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Heat flows by resonance
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